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Opportune was tying up expensive real estate that could be put to much better use by storing these files at their 
headquarters.  Additionally, they wanted these documents accessible to both their corporate as well as their field staff 
quickly and easily.  Finally, as an active A&D player they realized that digital files would make a divestiture much more 
efficient and allow many more companies to review the data.  

DocVue's integrated suite of electronic document imaging, document management and workflow solutions was already 
being used for routing and storing their invoices.  The robustness of the system along with its tight integration to their 
BOLO accounting system was providing efficiencies to their AP processes and Opportune was looking for the same 
level of efficiency for operations; specifically the ability to automatically bridge data between DocVue and BOLO with 
minimal keying of data while making the images available via the BOLO land system.  The solution was Welland's 
EXPORT tool.

Welland Company's EXPORT™ is a versatile tool used to extract data from U2-based systems. The robust software 
quickly and easily pulls data and translates it into an industry-standard format. This "industry standard" opens the door 
to much more functionality. Having the data in a SQL-compliant database means it can be easily integrated with other 
systems for data mining, data warehousing and data web-enabling.

The partnership between Full Circle Systems and Welland Company delivered the desired software integration solution 
for Opportune. Simply put, DocVue provided the tool to manage the paper-based processes and Welland delivered the 
connection solution for their data. 

"Opportune's ability to offer 
the DocVue suite is a major 
value improvement for our 
customers. DocVue contin-
ues the trend of expanding 
Opportune's solutions."

Opportune Resources, a Denver based Oil and Gas Company, was in need of a software solution to 
convert their lease, contract and well files into a digital format that would integrate seamlessly with 
their Accounting, Land and Operations systems.  

About Opportune Resources
Opportune Resources, LLC, is focused on acquiring acreage in emerging oil and gas resource plays and generating 
superior production results based on applying its completions expertise to maximize production and economic 
recovery. The principals in Opportune are recognized as global experts in hydraulic fracturing and related technologies.


